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AHCC is used in orver 700 clinics and hospitals in Japan, mainly in cancer treatment. AHCC is as

well researchwed as any conventional prescription drug and now this previously unknown miracle

cure is introduced in this book to readers all over the world. Safe and effective, AHCC may well

revolutionize cancer prevention and treatment.
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Dr. Pescatore has his finger on the pulse of natural medicineÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most cutting-edge cures. As

a result, everyone from normal hardworking Americans to international royalty are traveling

hundreds (sometimes even thousands) of miles to visit at his renowned clinic in New York City.

HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s spent over 3 decades studying, researching and practicing medicine around the world

alongside some of todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most well respected physicians. Through his non-stop research

and unique medical connections across the globe he hears about the most groundbreaking natural

discoveries and healing techniques as they happenÃ¢â‚¬Â¦sometimes decades before they trickle

out to the mainstream. Dr. Pescatore has spoken on hundreds of radio shows across America. And

for years, he was heard daily as the host of the No. 1 health radio show in New York City called,

The Logical Alternative. He is currently on the editorial board of Us Weekly magazine and is a

regular contributor to In Touch, First for Women and WomenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s World magazines Dr.

Pescatore has his finger on the pulse of natural medicineÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most cutting-edge cures. As a

result, everyone from normal hardworking Americans to international royalty are traveling hundreds



(sometimes even thousands) of miles to visit at his renowned clinic in New York City. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

spent over 3 decades studying, researching and practicing medicine around the world alongside

some of todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most well respected physicians. Through his non-stop research and

unique medical connections across the globe he hears about the most groundbreaking natural

discoveries and healing techniques as they happenÃ¢â‚¬Â¦sometimes decades before they trickle

out to the mainstream. Dr. Pescatore has spoken on hundreds of radio shows across America. And

for years, he was heard daily as the host of the No. 1 health radio show in New York City called,

The Logical Alternative. He is currently on the editorial board of Us Weekly magazine and is a

regular contributor to In Touch, First for Women and WomenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s World magazines.

This is an excellent introduction and chronicle of an amazing natural based aid for the immune

system derived from mushrooms. But the explanation of how it is produced and why processed as it

is is enlightening and sets one's mind at ease. Especially in light of those compromised products

coming out of China which might cast aspersions on "Asian supplements", this from Japan is not in

any way to be categorized with such,.As many friends of mine have used successfully an

IMMPOWER, mushroom derived immune support in their cancer treatment as my own family

members I had done my due diligence in investigating its track record from Daiwa Pharmaceutical in

Japan. This book is the icing on the cake of needed information for one to evaluate its benefits in

deciding whether or not to incorporate into their regimen.Do not hesitate to have this book in your

personal arsenal of information, the return will well exceed the inexpensive cost!Good health to all !

I have to say I didn't read this book. I gave it to a dear friend who has terminal cancer. He and his

wife read the book, and thought it wasvery helpful. He has been using an AHCC product that I

originally bought for him, and I wanted him to be as informed as possible about thebenefits of this

product. If you read this review, please say a prayer for my friend, John and his wife. They have 4

small children, and needall the prayers they can get. Thank you.

Great read. I am only wondering why the stuff is so expensive. If you are interested in mushrooms

you might want to check out what David Wolfe is saying.

This book is not what I expected. This information my be helpful, but it didn't suit my purpose.

I read every page as soon as received. It very enlightening. I ordered AHCC as a preventive



measure for myself. I also ordered a copy for my sister who had recently been diagnosed with lung

cancer. I recommended she try the AHCC.

This book answered all my questions and more. If there was any question as to my purchasing this

medication it has been answered. Once again a wonderful purchase from .Teresa Smith

An amazingly informative book about AHCC, which is now getting a lot of press for a recent study

(2014) that noted that 3,000 mg of AHCC was enough to eradicate HPV; me? I take it as an overall

"tonic"- the book is informative without getting into too much chemistry jargon, goes into detail about

how it's grown, manufactured and the high purity standards that go into this little marvel. I liked the

book.

A wonderful book! My wife is doing chemo (after we tried a rigorous holistic approach first) and she

hasalmost zero side effects. This book opened our eyes to more than the power of medicinal

mushrooms, itshows you via clinical evidence how AHCC can dramatically improve the healing rate

from cancer.Very well written!!
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